


What does the past 100 years tell us about
the future of the Saskatchewan Chamber of
Commerce? 

The first president of the chamber, Maj. F.J.
James, had some sage advice for future
chamber members when he spoke at the
first annual meeting of the Saskatchewan
Associated Boards of Trade (the chamber’s
predecessor organization) on March 8,
1921, in Saskatoon.

“As a business organization, we must
maintain a level head, and when we make
statements we must be prepared to back
them up with irrefutable evidence… We
must tread carefully, and by so doing, our
demands, when made upon governments
and corporations, will be treated with
respect and granted careful consideration.” 

While not an official statement of principles,
James’s words provided some practical
advice to chamber members as they
worked to change and shape government
policy over the years.

When faced with a government that
seemed indifferent, if not hostile, to
business, the chamber found ways to work
with the CCF to achieve a peaceful and

productive co-existence. Infrastructure
projects, like rural electrification, highway
construction and the South Saskatchewan
River Dam, were ones the Douglas
government and the chamber could work
on together, despite their differences.

Thanks to the chamber’s tireless advocacy
work, major reforms to corporation and
personal income tax systems, as well as
reductions in business and property taxes,
were achieved during the nearly half-
century of CCF-NDP governance in
Saskatchewan.

Not surprisingly, the chamber had greater
lobbying success under more business-
friendly governments, like the Thatcher
Liberals from 1964 to 1971, the Devine
Progressive Conservatives from 1982 to
1991, or the Saskatchewan Party
government from 2007 to the present. 

But even these pro-business governments
needed to be reined in sometimes, when
deficits and debts got too large and
business principles, like not spending more
than you make, seemed to be forgotten in
the rush to buy votes and win elections. The
chamber was always there to remind them
its support was not unconditional and had

to be earned. The chamber continued to
push for fiscally responsible, if not politically
popular, policies, such as sales tax
harmonization and establishing a heritage
fund for non-renewable resource revenues.

Arguably, the chamber was most effective
when it remained an advocate for policies
that transcended politics and business and
aimed at improving the economy and
society as a whole. As an early proponent
for programs to help Indigenous people get
education and training, find a job and start
a business, the chamber was acting not
only in the interest of its members, but that
of the larger community.

Today, the chamber continues to be a voice
for moderation, compromise, reason and
pragmatism in its policy-making role. 

It will play the role of honest broker,
constructive critic, trustworthy adviser and,
yes, at times, shameless booster and
cheerleader for the province of
Saskatchewan, its economy and its people.

According to Valerie Sluth, the chamber’s
2020 chair, that’s exactly the direction the
Saskatchewan Chamber of Commerce will
be going in during the years ahead.
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Sluth, founder and CEO of Praxis Consulting
Ltd. of Regina, says the chamber needs to
remain the province’s “objective, trusted
voice” that occupies the middle of the road,
especially at a time of increasing political
polarization.

That means taking positions that aren’t
always typically business positions, such as
running the occasional deficit, rather than
balancing the budget every year. “We need
to be strategic, not political,” Sluth added.

That means sometimes proposing politically
unpopular ideas and opposing popular
ones. For example, sales tax harmonization
is an idea that the chamber has been
advocating for years, not because it’s
popular, but because it’s good fiscal policy.

In other words, unlike some business or
taxpayer groups that always favour tax cuts
and balanced budgets, less government
spending and less government regulation,
the chamber takes a more balanced
approach.

The chamber is concerned with the well-
being, not just of individual businesses or
even the business community, but the entire
province. Such an organization transcends
politics and so-called pro-business policies. 

Since the election of its first female chair 30
years ago, the chamber has also taken a
leadership role in promoting women in the
business world and the labour force
generally. “I think the chamber is doing a
very good job of recognizing the changing

face of the labour force,” Sluth said. “We
know that the workforce is going to have
increasingly more women in leadership. 
Similarly, the chamber has promoted a
greater role for Indigenous people in the
economy and championed leaders, like
Richard Ahenakew, who became the first
Indigenous leader of a chamber of
commerce in Canada in 2010. 

In addition, the chamber is promoting the
Indigenous Engagement Charter initiative,
which requires participating business to
commit to changing attitudes and
perceptions in their workplace over a three-
year period, with the view to making their
workplaces more accepting and welcoming
of Indigenous employees and businesses.

Attracting, retaining and integrating new
Canadians into the workforce is another
challenge the chamber has embraced. 

Finally, the province, which has relied on
resource extraction and commodity
production to prosper in the 20th Century,
needs to adapt to the demands and
realities of the 21st Century economy. 
The chamber sees an economic revolution
happening globally and believes that
Saskatchewan can be a global leader in 
the economy of the 21st Century by thinking
creatively.

Some of that creative thinking can be found
in the chamber’s 2019 report, Beyond 2020:
A Blueprint for Saskatchewan Business
Competitiveness.

After thoroughly analyzing the province’s
competitiveness issues, the chamber issued
a report chock full of recommendations,
including a major review of the tax system,
reform of sales taxes and resource royalties,
regulatory streamlining, increased support
for R&D and workforce training and
development, among others.

In other words, the chamber did what it
always does. It took a ‘big picture’ look at
an issue, consulted its members, did its
homework, crunched the numbers and
came up with real-world, workable
solutions. 

Unlike some business or taxpayer groups
that fire off a press release at the drop of a
hat, the chamber takes the time to study
issues thoroughly, talk to its members, then
formulate policy. It’s not always the quickest
off the mark, but it responds in an informed,
reasoned and pragmatic way. Just the way
Maj. F.J. James, the first president of the
chamber, would have done. And, one
hundred years after its formation, James
would have been proud of the successes
the chamber has achieved. No doubt, he
will be just as proud of what the chamber
will do over the next hundred years. 
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